STOREFRONT BUILDINGS
Results from Second Community Workshop held May 4, 2022. Images are organized in
order of their average score and comments are the raw comments recorded during the
small group discussions during the meeting.
Please use number of image when referencing with any comments.

TOP 8 STOREFRONT IMAGES

1
Roof line - not flat, roof pediment, will age well, classic
design, windows align in placement & design, all glass
with awnings, interesting
Has base, middle, top, awnings, entrance; vertical
difference in the facade

2
Like the outdoor eating and greenery, nice materials, nice
windows and vertical lines
Varied materials & colors, roof line, datum ties buildings
together, window variety, more vertical feel on street

51
Good trees, sidewalk, seating
Modern materials, not high, level of detailing

6
Open space, green space, outdoor eating, mini plazas

3
Balcony, good angles, color, materials, work well w/
Shorewood
Breaking down the scale with roof, Good height, not
gimmicky, dormers pastiche, Like this style top floor windows
Positive, materials, roof line, inviting, trees

4
Though not at all creative, the masonry and cadence would
work well on Oakland.
Positive, windows aligned, corner balcony=used space, brick,
rounded glass, peaked eaves

7

Brick is nice, roof line is attractive
Trees, roof - peaks, brick, windows, uniformity of materials &
design

8
Depth is nice compared with 17 [flat streetwall]
Uniformity of materials is good but too long, boxy, likes
rhythm
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MID-RANKED STOREFRONT IMAGES

9

10
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12

13

14

15

16

Too many styles & colors, too suburban

Ground floor not designed for retail - office
Details at roof important - either cap or projecting

17
Very cool, roof accent, doesn’t feel as dense, Great use of
upstairs space, interesting space, Good transparency for
1st floor retail, makes up for limited green space
Positive, modern - but not too much, open space breaks
up spaces, creative **but not in Shorewood **

18
Well integrated
Breaking down scale to multiple smaller buildings

Upper floors, too flat - monolithic, office park vs city scale

Muddled design, mixed materials, the worst

19

20
Okay, materials uniformity, variety of shapes together, too
many setbacks/going on
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MID-RANKED STOREFRONT IMAGES

21
Street zone

22
All access for people of all abilities

25

No roof detailing

26
Like inset balconies, different size windows, different
materials along facade

Terrible

29
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30

27

28

31

32

Positive, awning, window details, irregular roof

Retail spaces suitable for Oakland but not necessarily
Capitol

Would replace yellow living space
Negative - materials, sun shades didn’t like, too boxy
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33

34
Dated and suburban
Split, more residential, doesn’t look mixed-use

35
Potential, but less refined than slide 10 [red brick with
pitched roofs and dormers

36
Like this for the green space
Small windows, lack of depth
Scale is too massive, 1st floor is Great!

Results from Second Community Workshop held May 4, 2022. Images are organized in
order of their average score and comments are the raw comments recorded during the
small group discussions during the meeting.
Please use number of image when referencing with any comments.

BOTTOM 8 STOREFRONT IMAGES

37

38
Negative, flat - not interesting, no dimension, no detailing
in architecture

41
Blank wall, siding + brick doesn’t work, no windows
Mixed brick and siding
Blah street front, no features on street, interesting
windows don’t face street

39
Color contrast, like the use of glass in storefronts
Monotonous

42
Colors are loud, too modern, dark & dense
Color, bright, vibrant, sized windows
Too modern, boxy, 1 positive

40
Negative, color, balcony not for everyone

43
Ugly, covered up windows
Awful
Too long & repetitive, no entrance, not enough roof
variation, imposing monolithic wall of concrete

44
Too big & dense, scale is off
Materials = looks cold, scale - too long, flat surface, no
interesting features, no relief

